
 

   Wine List 
 

A wine list is like a little collection, a private stash, a treasure one can’t resist sharing.  Wine, our 

most social beverage, pours out of a bottle like the stories that went into it, the tender but vigilant 

winemaker, the storied family home, be it a ranch, a bodega or a chateau, the very stones and 

earth that host the vines and give them reason to struggle.  Every bottle is a little museum unto 

itself, and the bottles that fill a list carry their own stamp of selection, of having been intentionally 

collected and curated. 

 

Abreo is the right size in the right place, with the perfect level of distinction, to warrant a wine list 

that feels like that favored spot you want to return to, the place where quality, considerate 

hospitality, and a friendly geekishness about food and wine prevail, with a list that’s big but not 

huge, generous in its range but still idiosyncratic in its focus.   

 

That reflects me.  I really do geek out about wine, cheese, charcuterie, anything that reflects the 

uniqueness of place and a personal approach.  I’ve collected matchbook covers and matchbox cars 

as a kid, glass and ceramics as an adult, and rocks I like all through my life.  I’ve farmed, I cook, I 

explore the things that grow and get eaten or drunk. Here at Abreo, I’m pleased to offer you a 

collection of wines I genuinely care about, and I hope your choice adds pleasure to your table! 

 

Take your wine journey further with membership in our exclusive Wine Guild, a buying club 

delivering two deeply curated selections each month, plus discounts and exclusive event invitations.  

Join for six months, or for a full year of wine adventuring!  You’ll see these wines marked 

throughout the list – try a couple, and reach out to me about membership.  I’ll be glad to journey 

with you! 

 

 

 

Dan Scroggins – Abreo Wine Curator 

 

 

 



Wines by the Glass 
 

 
Sweet or Bubbly 
2015 Centorri Moscato, Italy          8 | 28  

Bright and silky, with lingering flavors of sweet honeycomb and hints of spring blossoms. 

Rivarose Brut Rose, n.v., Provence        9 | 32 
Made from Grenache and Cinsault grapes, it boasts wonderful integration of fruit and acid.   

This will pair with virtually all of the plates, and with your best moods too. 

Maschio Prosecco, n.v., Italy         9 *6oz mini bottle 

Lightly toasted almond and peach on the nose, racy citrus on the palate with a clean finish. 
Albert Bichot Brut Réserve Crémant de Bourgogne, n.v. 12|45 

The gold-tinged straw color roils with fine bubbles in this creamy sparkler.  Flavors of lemon curd and zest persist 

after vaulting onto the palate via the charged and bracing mousse, each sip a delicate explosion of verve and 

flavor. 
 

 

Whites 
2019 Villa Brici Ribolla Gialla, Brda, Slovenia      9|36 

Just over the Italian border but firmly within historic Northern Italian and Alpine wine culture, this Ribolla 
Gialla from Slovenia delights as both a sipper and a food pairing wine.  Aromas of apricot, lemon pie 
filling and marshmallow charm in front of a clean and juicy palate plump with melon, peach, and golden 
raisin flavors.  Serene but energetic with a graceful and flavorful fade. 

2016 Dry Creek Valley Fume (Sauvignon) Blanc, California    10 | 40 
A beautifully complex, layered wine that is nonetheless instantly refreshing and friendly!   

Great balance of fruit to acid, with a warm and round finish that doesn’t lose its satisfying minerality. 

2019 David Finlayson Chardonnay, Stellenbosch, South Africa   12|48 
Devoted Chardonnay craftsman David Finlayson brings lively engagement to your glass here:  pungent 
zest perfumes the nose while the palate is bouncy with elegant spice and fruit notes dancing over tart 
lemon.  Underneath the action, a creamy body with excellent traction and glide keeps the ride going. 

Reds 
2018 Witness Mark Pinot Noir, Central Coast, California    9|36 

Witness marks are the small grooves left in a pendulum clock from its steady sawing back and forth.  In 
that spirit, this Pinot Noir inscribes the warm fruit and spice flavors of Central Coast vineyards.  
Beginning with soft cherry, pomegranate, cranberry and loam on the bouquet, the wine advances and 
expands in the mouth with spiced cherry and plump raspberry backed by baking spices and fleeting 
tastes of light cola and sarsaparilla.  Gentle, warming and indulgent. 

2016 Le Temps des Vendanges, Toulouse, France     8|32 
Translating to “harvest times”, this Malbec/Merlot blend transports you to sunny fields of gold foliage 
and fat purple grapes!  Plum and dried cherry lead, with leather and fresh cherry flanking them on the 
nose.  The plum carries straight through on tasting, with other rich and dark notes including black 
raspberry, mocha and touches of iron/graphite.  It’s a wine of nuanced contrast and harmonized 
tension, becoming pleasantly syrup-like when paired to food.   

2017 Axel Red Blend, Limari Valley, Chile      12|48 
Soren Axelson left Denmark without plans to be a winemaker but a winding path in the import business 
lit a fire in him, and this high elevation blend from the Limari Valley is bona fides enough for me.  
Structured and direct, with steeped aromas and flavors.  Syrah gets added Cabernet and Carmenere, 
and your palate gets abundant black fruit:  -raspberry, -cherry, -currant, plus aromas and flavors of 
deeply roasted fruit.  Chewy on the finish, where the tannins wrap the fruit for a measured retreat.  Only 
500 cases made, an Abreo exclusive! 

2019 Christopher Michael Cabernet Sauvignon, Washington   11|44 
Two brothers reunited after separate wine careers to celebrate Oregon and Washington vineyards.  
Their Cab from Horse Heaven Hills and Wahluke Slope is lush and sweet, tossing aromas of rose and 
potpourri.  The velvety mouthfeel sports perfect balance, with fresh red fruit overrun by dark fruit mid-
palate.  An ample finish merges them with rich notes of cedar and baking spice flirting in the middle. 



 

 

Bubbles by the Bottle 
 

 
Graham Beck Brut (NV), Robertson Valley, Western Cape    32 (375 ml) | 56 (750 ml) 

Brioche, apricot and mango twirl with zippy citrus on the creamy mousse as it broadens and relaxes.  Classic 

notes of toast and pale almond complement the glistening fruit.  Choose your bottle size and start toasting! 

Ronco Colina Franciacorta Brut, n.v. 60       60  

Bracing and festive but styled with county charm, this is Italy’s traditional method sparkler.  Lemon, peach and 

white cherry on frothy mousse of almonds and light toast. 

Delamotte Brut, n.v., Le Mesnil sur Oger, Champagne     175 

Tense minerality and precision carry flavors of fresh brioche, faint lemon juice and zest, almond and limestone. 

“OLD WORLD” Whites by the Bottle 

  
2020 Salomon Undhof Grüner Veltliner, Osterreich  68  

Switch your body clock on with this wonderfully structured wine of verve, drive and notable body with savory touches.  

Nearly perfect for pairing, exotic flavors of ripe peach, mango and cloudberry stand on a delicious and refreshing edge 

of minerality and white pepper. 

2019 Rafael Palacios Louro Godello, Valdeorras      62 
High elevation granitic plots host heritage Godello vines that form the briny backbone of this very quaffable wine.  Full 

of grapefruit and sea salt on the nose, the Louro races across the palate on vibrant acid carrying quince and gravel, 

grapefruit and steeped lemon peel.  Rounding on the finish, a light but briny vanilla note settles the palate. 

2020 Domaine des Trois Noyers Sancerre, Sancerre  74  
The Reverdy family has been crafting Sancerre, the uniquely delicious treatment of Sauvignon Blanc, in the quiet 

byways of the Sancerre commune since the 17th century.  Deeply aromatic on a flinty base, you’ll catch lemon-lime 

curd and white peach nectar dashed with smoke.  On drinking, it’s phenomenally crisp, wrapped in mineral-laden 

citrus, pear, honeydew melon, and a trailing note of smoke.  So alive, fresh, buoyant and complex!   

2017 Fattori Motto Piane Soave, Soave       62 
Rich but lean and agile, from 100% Gargenega, a true Soave in style and taste.  Sometimes a grape or a style SO fits a 

niche, it becomes a cultural heritage.  So be it with Soave, and this bottling from Fattori will grace your senses with 

aromas of tangerine and toasted almonds.  Sipping opens a panorama of married flavors: tangerine and peach, glints 

of grapefruit juice and honeydew, and girding spice and saltiness.  It’s a full package that echoes itself but pairs 

beautifully with all citrus and herb-driven dishes.  
2018 Albert Bichot Pouilly-Fuisse  68 

Crabapple with wafting aromas of honeysuckle and white stone rise from a gorgeous straw colored pool that looks 

crisp and clean even in the glass.  The palate brings lush restraint; acid-charged yellow apple ripples with citrus zest 

that almost tends to pepperiness.  The finish is round and precise, the aftertaste lingering on final but fresh buttery 

notes. 
2018 Stephane Ogier Viognier de Rosine  92 

Enchanting scents of white flowers and stone fruit throw out a generous welcome from the home ground of Viognier.  

Refreshing but not lightweight, Stephane Ogier’s precise approach to capturing freshness shows here: tangerine, 

mango, rose and flashes of anise merge and play through a longish fade that brings a slight nuttiness to round it out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need something extra special tonight?  Ask to see our Reserve List



“NEW WORLD” Whites by the Bottle 

 
2018 Hedges CMS Sauvignon Blanc, Columbia Valley  40 

What a great blend this is!  A dose of Chardonnay and a dash of Marsanne temper Sauvignon Blanc’s natural 

tension, adding a superb grace note to the wine’s play on the palate.  Aromas of apricot, white peach and 

marmalade give over to zippy lemon and fresh peach on sipping.  This wine can be fittingly described as ‘joyful’, a 

pleasure to drink! 

2018 Fleur Vermentino, Carneros          46 

An Italian varietal brought to beautiful expression in Carneros, this wine opens like a friend’s door, offering supple 

and broad notes of citrus and green apple in a very easy drinking wine.  A background of stony minerals never 

dominates but keeps the fruit bright and buoyant. 

2018 Portlandia Pinot Gris, Willamette Valley      40 
Wine Spectator calls it festive! Bright zest jostles with juicy lemon meringue on crisp and playful acidity. The finish 

is lengthy and smooth, slowly drawing deeper citrus and tropical flavors. 

2015 Au Bon Climat Pinot Gris/Pinot Blanc, Santa Barbara Country   38 

“A well-exposed vineyard…” Au Bon Climat proves it here but deserves further plaudits for decades-long 

excellence in winemaking. Ripe nectarine dances on the floral bouquet. In the mouth, it beguiles like pranking 

twins, clean but with rich texture, nectar against racy acidity, confident in its contrasts and charm. 

2018 Carol Shelton Coquille Blanc, Paso Robles   60 

Here’s a not-so-mad scientist at work in the cellar!  Shelton is an acknowledged master with a scientific 

background and an intuitive sense about wine.  This complex Rhône-style blend is classy and voluptuous, truly a 

red-wine-lover’s white.  Your nose will take in spiced pear, almond paste and honeysuckle, with the almond and 

pear flavors riding through a long journey across the palate.  Full of nuance, and very definitely a Curator’s Pick! 

2014 Poseidon’s Vineyard Chardonnay, Russian River     60 

A full-bodied wine that benefits from delicate treatment of the oak. The care given in the winemaking gives the 

fruit and acid great nuance and a deep, enduring finish of generous warmth. 

2016 Tablas Creek Patelin de Tablas Blanc, Paso Robles     52 

Tablas Creek is highly regarded for Rhone-style bottlings of Paso Robles fruit, with delicate, invigorating nuances. 

The blend is white, with Grenache Blanc, Viognier, Rousanne, Marsanne and Clairette Blanche. This stately wine 

delivers apple and pear riddled with citrus, spices backed by cream, tropical notes, wet stone and a round ripe 

finish.   

 

  



“OLD WORLD” Reds by the Bottle 

 
2018 Herència Altés Garnaxta Negra, Terra Alta      36 

Freshly picked cherry, raspberry puree and washed stone greet the nose on this charming everyday 
Garnacha from Catalunya in Spain.  These are old vines and old methods to evoke modern freshness and 
friendliness.  The palate is open and broad, with strawberry and raspberry mingling in front of warm but light 
baking spices.  Fresh red plum develops toward the light and easy finish. 

2019 Evodia Altovinum Garnacha, Calatayud      38 
Garnacha, dressed for a party and ready to have fun.  This fruity cascade of flavor comes from pioneering 
vineyards at the district’s highest location delivering a generous parade of strawberry, cherry, kirsch, and red 
currant, not to mention the densely indulgent reduction flavors left in the trail of each of these.  This wine 
simply but effectively digs deep into your palate with fruit like gentle candy.   

2016 Collemattoni Rosso di Montalcino       48 
Pretty, playful, and ready when the cork pops!  Lingering aromas of black cherry and violet blossom wind 
around a firm palate that sails on a nice edge of subdued acids.  Warm, soft, fruity and dry in the mouth, this 
wine is a winner with risotto, pasta, poultry and simple red meats. 

2019 Habit Grenache, Santa Ynez Valley    76 
Virtually a one-man operation, Jeff Fischer’s Habit Grenache showcases the simple but persnickety love that 
a winemaker can impart to a bottle.  Hand-selected to the extreme and brimming with kirsch, dried 
strawberry and spiced cherry, this fruit-and-freshness champion is one of those small-producer gems you 
remember long after your first meeting. 

2018 Albert Bichot Secret de Famille, Burgundy  46 
Pale and floral upon pouring, your nose will catch cherry backlit by rose and flower notes.  The color goes to 
dark garnet in your glass.  Fresh cherry leaps on the palate, flanked by sweetened bracken and a balancing 
on light tannins that keeps the wine’s shape.  It’s lively and lithe, with a soft landing and a sweet fade. 

2016 Chateau de Mercues Malbec de Cahors, Cahors  78 
Decades of dedicated passion restored the ancestral Malbec vineyards of the chateau, and decades of 
know-how belonging to the Vigouroux clan bring this fresh and incisive bottling, with minerally dark fruit that 
washes cleanly over the palate.  A food-friendly balance graces this wine – just ask at the Michelin-starred 
restaurant on the chateau grounds!  Aimed to impress and it does. 

2018 Chateau Maris La Touge, Minervois La Livinière 65 
Chateau Maris is blazing paths under the leadership of two visionaries, committed to the rigors of 
biodynamic winemaking in newly established vineyards.  The awards and accolades keep mounting, but it’s 
the wine that matters, and the La Touge delivers a mouthful of richly roasted plum and grape wrapped in 
ripe, soft tannins, and coursing with notes of clove and allspice on persistently lifted acid.  Mellow in 
personality but not lightweight! 

2018 Creta Roble, Ribera del Duero        51 
A joint project between winemaker and importer, the Creta Roble illustrates how new talent enters the 
market.  From 70 year old vineyards, this pure Tempranillo offers bright aromatics with a light spicy cast 
ahead of incredible softness in the mouth.  Plump, ripe red cherry dominates the juicy palate, with medium 
acid and cushioning tannins doubling down on the casual friendliness of this wine.  It's not wasted on 
gourmet items, but gosh, give it a go on Burger Night! 

2017 Izadi Reserva, Rioja         67 
Sleek and elegant but not fussy. Tuesday night or dress-up Friday, you win either way.  A classic profile of 
singed cherry, light leather and notes of licorice opens on the palate to steeped black cherry with currant, 
stronger hints of licorice and added notes of orange peel, cola and minerality.  The finish is clean with 
medium tannins and fading notes of cherry. 

 

 

 

 

 



“OLD WORLD” Reds by the Bottle 

 
2018 Fattori Col de la Bastia Valpolicella Superiore, Veneto    47   

A traditional wine that drinks with fresh energy and rounded detailing.  Valpolicella’s are a centuries-old 
Italian blend of indigenous grapes including Corvina, Rondinella and a handful of varietals even more 
obscure.  Chocolate and cherry aromas open to tart cherry flanked by peppercorn and baking spice.  This is 
‘daily’ wine in the Veneto, perfect for burgers and sammies, roasted meats, and most pasta preparations. 

2017 Fattoria Nittardi Ad Astra, Maremma     
Per Aspera Ad Astera – A Rough Road Leads to the Stars – is the inspiration behind this Super Tuscan.  It 
pours out in an opulent ruby robe with scents of dried blueberry, sweet tar, cedar and baking space.  Very 
soft up front, with black currant coupled to blueberry.  A stony minerality lurks behind and a substantial 
tannic drive kicks in mid-palate, keeping minerals and fruit riding a long and structured finish together.  
Equal parts statement, flirtation and charming braggadocio, the Ad Astra is one to pick when the time is 
right for a good indulgence. 

2016 Can Blau, Montsant         47 
This charming Spanish blend simply over-delivers.  Sometimes a wine feels like it is always about to happen, 
or already has, but the Can Blau ‘happens’ on every sip – fruit and flowers, a little graphite, teasing tannins, 
movement on the palate.  This wine is dynamic! 

2018 Bibi Graetz Grilli Rosso Toscana, Tuscany   72 
Cabernet, Merlot and Syrah from a celebrity of the wine world.  The  nose bounces with fresh fruit.  Zero 
wood on this, and the brightness sings in tandem with juicy cherry and raspberry,  lengthy but mild pepper 
notes adding to the vibrancy; the contrast  supports a broad mouthfeel with fleshy tannic grip.  Sweet fruit 
and  pepper linger on the relaxed palate, with final deeper notes of spice  and eucalyptus rising on the finish. 

2016 Antica Masseria Primitivo du Manduria, Puglia  51 
Primitivo is widely believed to be the same or nearly the same as America’s Zinfandel, but under the Puglian 
sun in its native soil, Primitivo feels more rustic and commanding in its structure.  The dark fruit flavors are 
exhuberant but the grip of the wine is stronger than a California Zinfandel.  Long skin contact and all oak 
barrel aging contribute to the depth and resonance of this wine.  The intensity is kept in check with timely 
tannins rising against the steeped fruit flavors. 

2016 Quinta do Crasto Reserva Vinha Velhas, Douro, Portugal      88 
From precipitous slopes where the vines average over 70 years old, this intriguing and resonant blend 
rewards your attention.  Full bodied with aromas of slate, fruit leather, blackberry and prune, tasting 
highlights dark berry compote with the length of a good fruit reduction as the wine gently but 
commandingly fades from the palate. 

2016 Casaloste Chianti Classico Riserva, Chianti Classico     85 
100% Sangiovese, aged 2 years, and a classic in presentation:  a medium to deep cherry in color, it settles 
against the glass with confidence.  Cherry, red currant and whiffs of tomato leaf on the nose lead into more 
currant, raspberry and cherry on the tasting.  There’s also black pepper, thyme and hints of roasted nuts on 
the drawn finish.  Pleasant to drink, brilliant to pair. 

2019 Château Fontanés Pic Saint-Loup    61 
Round and detailed by black fruit with backnotes of smoky leather and sweetened black olives, the solid 
body is buoyed on calm but steady acids.  Very full, a little rich, and an excellent companion for grill meats, 
polenta, braises, and hearty fare of all types. 

2018 Château Chapelle d’Aliénor, Bordeaux   56 
Mostly Merlot gets a friendly assist from Cabernet Franc hailing from vineyards cultivated for centuries.  
Tremendous balance and poise showcase this powerhouse with a silky manner.  Full and ripe fruit includes 
red and black cherry, blueberry and black raspberry.  This cascade of fruit is checked by well-timed acids and 
tannic development, keeping the wine’s flow and flavor impressively integrated. 

2017 Salmos Priorat, Priorat      98 
Composed of Cariñena, Garnacha and Syrah, this brooding beauty from Priorat is unabashedly more than 
the sum of its parts.  Highly aromatic with rose, cherry and wild herbs, especially thyme.  Intense but lively on 
the palate, with kirsch and currant sailing down the wine’s amazing length.  Pleasant and punctual tannins 
frame it gorgeously. 

  



”NEW WORLD” Reds by the Bottle 

 

2017 La Follette Pinot Noir Los Primeros  61 
Blended from Sonoma, Monterey and San Luis Obispo vineyards, the Los Primeros smells of mildly spiced cherry syrup 

and the sweet aroma of baking fruit.  Fresh and gently edged in style, it lands on balanced feet, with great acid lifting 

the flavor over its own depth to sculpt a gentle harmony.  An attractive tartness emerges on the finish and plays out 

slowly, carrying echoes of flavor. 

2016 Siduri Pinot Noir, Santa Rita Hills       78 
Siduri was the Babylonian Goddess whose wine held the secrets of eternal life.  This homage to her comes from a 

husband and wife team who relentlessly scout, and only purchase, choice Pinot Noir grapes from throughout 

California.  Their approach yields fascinating wines, this one showcasing the beautiful diversity of fruit (blackberry, 

boysenberry, cranberry), texture and roundness hailing from Santa Rita vineyards.  This valley is the only valley running 

east-to-west on the entire coast of California, and the resulting access to ocean breezes brings amplitude and finesse 

that lie on the wine like a silken layer of fog lies over the vineyards. 

2014 Poseidon Vineyard Pinot Noir, Carneros      86 
An alluring wine full of nuance, this Pinot offers hints of cola, leather and plum on the nose.  The silky texture swells 

with rich black cherry and subtle vanilla that lingers on balanced tannins.  Aging in Hungarian oak from the winery’s 

own cooperage adds depth and evocative framing.  Unique and, again, alluring. 

2015 Little Beauty Pinot Noir, Marlborough       83 
This Pinot from New Zealand is rounder and more savory than its northern latitudes cousins.  Opening on flavors of 

macerated cherry and cranberry sauce, it holds its shape across the palate, picking up mild tannic emphasis leading 

into a deep fruity finish marked by herbal notes and receding flashes of bright fruit and acid. 

2018 Melville Estate Pinot Noir, Anna’s Block, Sta. Rita Hills    124   
Savory and captivating, washed in cool breezes in the Sta. Rita Hills, and grown for small berries with darker fruit 
flavorings, Pinot from Anna’s Block is an 8-acre bit of specialness, a winemaker’s special project guided by intuition and 
experience with the terroir.  Melville crafts this lovely bottle with marked flavors of cranberry compote, grilled red beets, 
peppercorns and rhubarb.  Just following, you’ll pick up forest floor, black tea leaves, sandalwood and gentle spice.  It 
drinks deeply, with a firm grip preceding a full, lengthy finish. 

2018 Goldschmidt Chelsea Merlot, Alexander Valley, Sonoma      52 
The days of widespread lousy Merlot are past (Yaay!), but really good Merlot is still a bit of a hunt (Harrumph).  

Goldschmidt brings a great bottle to the fore with this single vineyard offering.  Good Merlot is a diplomatic wine that 

doesn’t cede its own personality in getting along.  The Chelsea is that kind of wine, really well made and evocative on 

its own – a pleasant sipping wine – but great in the background too, ready to play harmony. 
2016 Donati Family The Immigrant, Paicenes  72 

The small Paicenes AVA has gone unnoticed because it was for decades dominated by corporate winemakers 

practicing mechanized viticulture.  With the slow return of these vineyards to private hands and artisanal approaches, 

here is, fittingly enough, The Immigrant. Early ripening Merlot finds a nearly perfect fit with intense summer heat 

regularly bathed in cooling air that slowly moves to the Central Valley.  Along with plum and dark cherry, the nose 

suggests forest humidity, tobacco leaf, and pepper.  Ripe cherry and raspberry reduction explode on the tongue, 

chased by a racy mid-palate that enlivens and refreshes.  As the velvety tannins come into play, hints of ash and cedar 

dart through the long and softly oaked finish. 

2018 Carol Shelton Coquille Rouge, Central Coast   59 
Singed strawberry and black cherry are accented by leather and sweet oak in this big blend.  Savory meets delicate 

detailing with layered perfection.  Shelton’s homage to rustic French blends is fascinating, and all California even if it 

sports an accent.  It’s got backbone and rich fruit, resolving to soft berry compote flavors on the leather-and-oak 

texture.  Rich and spicy, or fruity and languid?  Keep drinking. 

2016 J. Dusi Model M, Paso Robles         32  
Named after the trusty tractor that works their fields, the Model M is driven by Zinfandel, lush and full in the Paso 

Robles style.  Spice and full texture come with the addition of Syrah and Petite Sirah.   

 

 

 



”NEW WORLD” Reds by the Bottle 
 
2017 Quivira Dry Creek Valley Zinfandel    57 

From a noted niche producer!  100% organic Zinfandel.  Complex barrel aging using multiple woods and toast levels 

render this inky treat suffused by dark berry and mocha aromas opening to spicy notes of clove, pepper and sage with 

Black Forest cake and a hint of  wildness.  A complex mouthfeel leads to a velvety finish.  Great to pair, or maybe try 

again on the second bottle! 

2015 Pamplin Family J|R|G Blend, Columbia Valley  64 
Wine Spectator called it “refined and sleekly built”, alongside a 91 rating.  It also brims with focused energy, animating it 
across the whole palate.  Mostly Cabernet with some Merlot blended in, but make no mistake – this finely polished 
presentation is much more than the sum of its parts.  Only 220 cases were produced from cossetted vineyards and 
nuanced cellaring.  This is artisan winemaking from people who love doing it. 

2015 Susana Balbo Cabernet Sauvignon, Mendoza     48 
A delicious value on high mountainside Cabernet!  The high elevation fruit sings with flavor on well-
defined but elegant and simple structure.  Blueberry and blackberry ring out, and the background holds 
soft leather, floral bouquet and bracken notes that frame the fruit charmingly. 

2019 Goldschmidt Katherine Cabernet Sauvignon, Alexander Valley   75 
From the Stonemason Hill Vineyard, this wine is named after Nick Goldshmidt’s daughter.  Her father 
describes her as a vibrant and bewitching redhead with an outside the box attitude.  Fatherly pride 
notwithstanding, this lush cab brings Nick’s own style for full and romantic wines to the forefront. Full 
plum and blackberry aromas presage flavors of blackberry syrup, blueberry pie filling, and sweetly 
spiced touches of cacao.  All on the silkiest of tannins, a Goldschmidt trademark.   

2017 Arrowood Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma   64 
Power, structure and brightness; ripe texture and developed flavors with an edge of bold extraction.  
Arrowood blends Cab from three sites with touches of Merlot, Malbec and Petit Verdot to insinuate a 
Bordeaux Blend, but the smooth and stately delivery is the only insinuation that matters here. 

2018 Smith & Hook Proprietary Red Blend, Central Coast  73 
Think of a dress jacket –finely tailored, but generously suited to you.  Made to measure with room to 
relax.  Very plush with a flavor that echoes, Merlot leads with Petite Sirah catching up nicely.  Spiced 
cherry, roasted plum, cobbler drippings, baking spices and soft milk chocolate all coat the palate 
indulgently while still finishing fresh on sour cherry and chocolate kisses at the end. 

2018 Elyse Nero Misto, California     104 
A Curator’s favorite!  Uniquely composed of Petite Sirah, Touriga Nacional and Charbono, the Nero 
Misto smolders with very ripe plum, anise, clove and baked white peppercorns over a textured and taut 
yet opulent body.  Exotic and beguiling.  Ready to pair with all savory plates, but double down with 
curries and umami-driven platings! 

2017 Obsidian Ridge Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma  95 
Suave complexity is the take away.  Opens with focus and power on blueberry and black cherry backed 
by cocoa nibs and dried blueberry.  Below that the wine pulsates with iron, fruit skins, balsamic and 
mint, with smoky vanilla from Hungarian oak creeping in on the long, sustained finish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Want something unique and limited?  Ask to see our Reserve List  



 

R e s e r v e  W i n e s  

 
 

 

Whites 

2018 Domaine Alain Voge Fleur de Crussol, Saint-Peray     132 
A Rhône gem, 100% Marsanne from the oldest vines on the estate.  Even in the glass, it’s commanding 
presence is clear.  Almost leggy, it holds to the sides and slides downward with elegant nonchalance.  
Lush waxed apricot and mandarin orange ascend from the glass.  Bright quince, apricot and acacia 
dominate the palate, repeatedly washing your senses and adding the complexity of beeswax and a 
peppered floral note that rides a beguiling and invigorating finish.  Excellent with shellfish and white fish, 
chowders and white meats in cream sauces, as well as with Thai and Asian flavor profiles. 

2017 Domaine Latour-Giraud Chardonnay, Bourgogne     106 
Vineyards just outside of Meursault bring affordable class to the table.  Both mellow and dry, the wine 
shows supple balance with a direct but delicate texture.  A soft nuttiness pervades the lean and crisp 
profile.  Barrel aging includes old and new oak, with the new oak defining the mellow aspect and tracing 
the thread of nuttiness. A great dinner wine.  

2019 Domaine Michele Caillot Meursault Le Limozin, Meursault    154 
Michele Caillot is a presence to acknowledge throughout the best villages of Burgundy.  From the highly 
regarded Le Limozin vineyard in Meursault, buttered lemon curd unfurls on the nose, with light vanilla 
and tropical fruit notes in the background.  This is classy Chardonnay, and the first sip shows why.  
Gorgeously tempered acid wraps lemon, meyer lemon, star fruit and dashes of anise hyssop in a 
medium weight embrace of perfect tension.  This essential tension plays all the way through, showing 
the wine’s natural grace and buoyancy even after nine years in the bottle.  The citrus notes soften 
toward the finish, with peppery anise flavors coming more into play while a gentle syrup quality persists 
on the back of the palate, lengthening an already impressive fade. 

 

Reds 
2016 Mt. Brave Merlot, Mt. Veeder  160 

From vineyards sporting small and intensely flavored grapes grown above the fog line, this Merlot is 
simply sumptuous.  Sweet cherry and plum thread around bass notes of chocolate.  This wine feels like it 
grows in intensity and refinement even after you’ve swallowed.  Only top-notch structure will let a wine 
make such a strong flavor statement, reverberating across your palate between quaffs.  Pair this one to 
more substantial plates (yes to umami), or simply enjoy its almost-decadent classiness. 

2017 Pursued By Bear Baby Bear Syrah, Columbia Valley     144 
You’re missing your velvet hammer?  Well, here it is!  Plump to bursting with refined flavors that 
seamlessly roll on top of one another in a dynamic drinking experience.  Lots of blackberry and hints of 
fruit leather alongside peppery grill flavors and toasted herb notes.  Complex in its layering but suave in 
its easy manners.  This wine is made by Kyle MacLachlan, the actor of Twin Peaks and Blue Velvet fame. 

2019 Obsidian Ridge Half Mile Cabernet Sauvignon, Sonoma    162 
A half mile is the elevation of these premium vineyards on Obsidian Ridge.  Distinctive without compare, 
the terroir here produces a Cabernet of contained power, but you can still expect some fireworks from 
bright black fruit – blackberry, black currant, black cherry – with shots of eucalyptus, licorice, and tarry 
fruit reductions.  The obsidian in the vineyard speaks through nuance, depth and complexity, imbuing 
this wine with a singular character.   

2015 Mt. Brave Winery Mt. Veeder Cabernet Franc      175 
From high atop Mt. Veeder, dressed for dinner and ready to dance afterward, the Mt. Brave Cab Franc 
lofts scents of blueberry leather, loam, sea salt and smoke.  It opens immediately and expressively, 
boasts slick style inside of formal structure, and unfolds in a very even progression on the palate, 
finishing with refined tannic grip.  Flavors center around blueberry and dried blueberry intensity,  
with added zips of ginger and mellow mulberry. 



 
2018 Chateau Lalande, Saint-Julien     110 

Like a baby pearl at a celebrity bling party, Chateau Lalande is an anomaly.  Thirty-eight continuous 
acres surrounded by highly classified estates.  Under the care of the Meffre brothers since early in the 
century, the drive is on to lower yields, increase quality, and refine the winemaking.  They may not be 
classified yet, but they’ve got the posture down: poised and polished, the wine offers pencil lead and 
cassis aromas, while opening to a rich core of plum and currant reduction, bounded by graphite and 
earthy tobacco.  A very measured and stately progression on the palate gains length with a persistently 
fruity and softly tannic finish.  The zip code doesn’t offer many bargains, but here’s one! 

2016 Fattori Amarone Riserva, Valpolicella       147 
Black cherry reduction, plum paste and fig capture the nose on this beautifully rich but balanced 
Amarone.  Fattori brings a distinctive sophistication to their traditionally produced wines, pairing 
precision with real panache – the seamless integration belies the careful culturing and layering.  On the 
palate, expect silky milk chocolate, glistening cherry syrup and enlivening notes of cinnamon and spice. 

2010 Nittardi Chianti Classico Riserva, Chianti      144 
Expressive, pure and refined.  From the heart of Chianti and the honored traditions of Nittardi, this 
Riserva shows a polished structure ready to carry the lightly sour cherry thread of flavor around accents 
of dried oregano and leather.  Gorgeously pale and reflective in the glass, this Chianti both looks and 
tastes like a top shelf choice. 

2017 Albert Bichot Santenay Premier Cru – Clos Rousseau, Burgundy   132 
Rose petal and damp gravel add to soft cherry and cherry blossoms on the nose (very pretty), but it’s 
the integration of everything in this wine that marks it for the quality designation of Premier Cru.  A 
serene presence in the glass is borne out on sipping.  It sits everywhere in the mouth at once, a sweet 
touch on the front, perky but juicy fruit holding against acid across the tongue, its disarming amplitude 
building throughout your mouth for a big, structured finish.  An elevated cost perhaps, but here’s an 
elevated expression of winemaking and terrior. 

2012 Franco Rocca Barbaresco, Barbaresco       112 
Grab an exceptional vintage of an exceptional wine!  100% Nebbiolo at the sweet spot Barbaresco is 
known for, tempering the grape’s power with brightly plush red fruit spiked by hints of rose and 
pomander.  A firm grip leads into the finish, where the fruit softens along with the acids, and the tannins 
frame a fading flavor of cherry syrup.  A beautiful wine to study, but with a classic pairing profile as well. 

2006 Spring Mountain Estate Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa     185 
Heady and voluptuous with captivating texture from its long aging, the result is uber-rich body with 
gentle spicing and amazingly agile tannins.  On the nose, expect bursts of blueberry and boysenberry 
with iron backnotes.  In drinking, boysenberry captures the spotlight first, but is joined by chocolate, 
licorice, ganache and even salted fudge.  The finish is not as long as the aging(!), but you might think it 
is as this flavor powerhouse dominates your palate and senses. 

2015 Christophe Semaska Côte Rôtie Lancement, Northern Rhone Valley  288 
This is French Syrah at its finest – incisive, full, imposing and lingering.  The nose offers sun-baked 
currant with chocolate and charcoal.  The very full body opens on deep black raspberry detailed by 
olive, bacon fat and grill flavors along with white pepper.  This is a bold wine that sits rather proudly on 
the palate, and yet taste further and you might catch notes of the humble and seared clay soils that 
produce these singular vines. 

 

Coravin technology allows us to pour without corking! 

     Prices are for 6 ounce, measured pours 
 

 

Chateau Lalande, Saint-Julien      $30 
 

Nittardi Chianti Classico Riserva, Chianti    $40 
 

Franco Rocca Barbaresco, Barbaresco     $30 
 

Fattori Amarone Riserva, Valpolicella     $40 


